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PRINCIPAL FINDINGS AND SIGNIFICANCE

Summary
Rainfall-runoff models are standard tools for hydrologic analysis. These models are used for applications such as water resources studies and flood forecasting, or in support of ecological studies. Available watershed models range from parsimonious-lumped to complex distributed physically based representations. A problem common to all such models is that they all require some degree of parameter calibration to achieve reliable predictions, in which process the model parameters are adjusted (manually or automatically) until the observed and simulated watershed responses match as closely as possible. Even physically based models usually require some degree of calibration since it is difficult to estimate values for all of the parameters through field measurements. This occurs because the scale of measurement is usually smaller than the effective scale at which the model parameters are applied. Problems in hydrologic modeling are accentuated further when it comes to prediction in ungauged or altered (e.g. land use) basins, where sufficiently long streamflow time series for parameter estimation via calibration are typically not available.

Approaches to modeling the continuous hydrologic response of ungauged basins use observable physical characteristics of watersheds to either directly infer values for the parameters of hydrologic models, or to establish regression relationships between watershed structure and model parameters. Both these approaches still have widely discussed limitations, including impacts of model structural uncertainty. In this paper we introduce an alternative, model independent, approach to streamflow prediction in ungauged basins based on empirical evidence of relationships between watershed structure, climate and watershed response behavior. Instead of directly estimating values for model parameters, different hydrologic response behaviors of the watershed, quantified through model independent streamflow indices, are estimated and subsequently regionalized in an uncertainty framework. This results in expected ranges of streamflow indices in ungauged watersheds.

A pilot study using 30 UK watersheds distributed throughout England and Wales shows how this regionalized information can be used to constrain ensemble predictions of any model at ungauged sites. It was found that high pulse count, runoff ratio and the slope of the flow duration curve provided strong regionalizable constraints while still allowing for reliable predictions, i.e. most of the observed flow was captured by the ensemble. The dominant physical characteristics are climate (wetness index, P/PE), watershed topography (slope, DPSBAR) and subsurface geology and soils (base-flow index, BFIHOST). Using too many dynamical characteristics simultaneously often resulted in a rejection of all models. This new approach provided sharp and reliable predictions of continuous streamflow at the ungauged sites tested. In general, the approach yielded very promising results and has several advantages compared to the common regionalization of models.

The main advantages of this new approach to ensemble predictions in ungauged basins are that it (1) is applicable to any hydrologic model (lumped or distributed), (2) is not impacted by problems of parameter calibration or model structural error, (3) does not try to establish relationships between conceptual (effective) model parameters and watershed characteristics, and (4) yields increased understanding about the controls on watershed response behavior at the scale of interest, which could guide an improved approach to watershed classification.
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